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BLACK
POWER
MATTERS!

Teachers, Doctors, Lawyers,
Accountants, Banks,
Employment Agencies, all

submitted by Uncle Jessie

Black lives will never
Matter, until Black Power
Matters to Black people.
Stop with the begging.
whining, crying and
whimpering and stand up for
your rights and what's due
you.
Black people have to invest
in their communities once
again and stop with the
running and Black Flight to
White Ville. We must stop
with the I want "freebies"
attitude and work together for
what we truly need, which is
not always what we want or
have been told we need.
One key to Real Black Power
comes when we support proBlack Business, Merchants,
Manufacturers, Farmers,
Butchers, Bakers, Food
Preparers, Taylors, Dress
Makers, Stylists, Artisans,
Carpenters, Mechanics, Brick
Masons, Builders, Street
Vendors, Engineers,

BLACK
POWER
MATTERS!
and any Black Professionals,
just as much as you support
Black Entertainers, Sport
Figures and Black
Celebrities. As long as they
are pro-Black, you don't lose.
The last thing the Civil
Rights All-Stars and the male
and female members of the
Boule' want, is for Black
people to support Black
businesses or believe in
themselves. They make their
money driving Black people
to White people's
corporations, their malls,

their advertisers and their
voting blocks. That's unleadership and antiBlackness.
Black people placed a lot of
hope in having a Black
President and Black family in
the White House, but most of
that euphoria has worn off.
In and of itself, I never saw
that as a major setback, but
the problems still remains in
lack of belief in self and the
lack of belief in our racefamily. We must get out of
looking outside of ourselves
for some kind of messiah or
savior.
The American Dream was
never our Dream. It was just
some type of false image that
was placed in our heads, that
we were suppose to aspire to,
that will forever be out of our
reach. It's a planted Dream.
planted by social engineers,
outside our own
communities. A DREAM,
that leaves us unbalanced and
trampling all over each other.
We can do better. We must
do better. That still remains
as a huddle we have to get
over. And so I say again that,
"Black Lives will never
matter, until Black Power
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matters. Support pro-Black
Business and support
yourselves. Make our money
stay in our communities as
long as possible. Make some
conscious contributions once
again to the Black World. If
you do not support your own,
nobody can support you. Just
try to keep it legal, so there is
less interference from those
outside of us. Try to keep
outside groups, out of our
business, as much as
possible. .

know. You tired of the same unleaders enough to pay other people
to step forward.

you have given them all your
money.

The ability to stay with your

in 2008 Black voter turnout
exceeded white turnout for the first
time, and in 2012 African
Americans again turned out more
than whites. In 2008, young Black
voters had a higher turnout than
other young people, and Black
women voted in higher proportion
than any other demographic group.
The current political climate has a
lot of these same people
disillusioned and discouraged. We
need our own political party badly.

children is the best definition of
manhood.

Law is one of the least racially
diverse professions in the United
States. Eighty-eight percent of
lawyers are White.

Black GrapeVine news- Slavery
was legal. Jim Crow and the Black
Codes were legal as well.

There was never a market for
buying and selling people in Africa,
until the Arabs and Caucasian
invaders came.

By now you should have a
President. Do you feel happy? Do
you feel satisfied? Do you feel like
your people are progressing or do
you feel a new kind of fear running
down your spine, because you have
contributed to the evil we are about
to receive.

Thanksgiving disguised as a feast.
They celebrated killing everybody
that looks like you

Afghanistan is the world's largest
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exporter of heroin. 90% o the
world's heroin is produced in
Afghanistan. Strange coincidence
that the U.S. has been at war with
Afghanistan for about 15 years.

People died so we could exercise
our rights as human beings, not to
play in some kind of lesser evil,
lesser devil hypocrite game of
choice.

Assuming all Black women want to

May contain Explicit Content not
meant for Negro Kids or weakass Adults!

be "GOD", could be an erroneous
assumption. Not all Black females
have masculine aspirations.

Today there are more statues and

White people get "oppression

T-shirts of lions, than real lions that
are free.

budgets" out of Black people's
spending habits. The engine that
drives oppression is money. You
cannot cripple any white folks after

Is it business as usual now or you
got enough unity to make other
plans? Inquiring minds want to

The Associated Press reported that

In the European Union, with 31
countries, the fertility rate is 1.38.
A White Europe will seize to exist
in a matter of years Shawty. If you
go there on vacation, you will
mostly see non-white people.

Support misconduct and/or
malpractice insurance for police
officers. Let's tap into their pockets
and let them see how it feels to be
un-for-real.
A 2.11 fertility rate is necessary
and required to sustain a culture.
The United States and Canada's
fertility rates are 1.6.

Nat Turn was not an AfricanAmerican. He was an African in
America. He had no desire to be an
American, integrated or
assimilated.

Wigga news- White people need to
reacquaint themselves with
Zionism. A lot of these thought to
be Jewish Conservation or Liberal
talk show hosts, are actually Zionist
in disguise.

A U.N. panel on Human Rights
stated that the legacy of colonial
history, enslavement, racial
subordination and segregation,
racial terrorism and racial
inequality in the United States
remains a serious challenge, as
there has been no real commitment
to reparations and to truth and
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reconciliation for people of African
descent. Contemporary police
killings and the trauma that they
create are reminiscent of the past
racial terror of lynching. Don't
think that the world is not watching
and making adjustments.

Moor Wigga news- Wealthy white

Fruit smoothies often have as much

marijuana market for marijuana
fags, cigarettes or small whites.
Prices start at $89 per pack. Won't
be much longer before Kool,
Newport's, Swisher Sweets,
Phillies, Black & Mild and White
Owls. Only a serious ass hole
would use a Cuban Cigar. The
revolution and any rebellions won't
be televised or shown on social
media. Once upon a time, tobacco
was considered an herb.

sugar as soft drinks or sodas.

Nearly half a million households in
the United States lack the basic
dignity of hot and cold running
water, a bathtub or shower, or a
working flush toilet, according to
the Census Bureau. The absence
has implications for public health
in the very population that is the
most vulnerable.

Ford is shifting all North American
small-car production from the U.S.
to Mexico. Some of these jobs are
Black people's jobs, which were
fought for.

Black GrapeVine news- The U.S.
rise in homosexual risky practices,
by both men and women, have led
many science professionals to
believe that these practices are the
root causes for some of the
incurable std's and other life
threatening illnesses. Brushing your
teeth, flossing or wearing a condom
may not be protected sex anymore.

Let this soak in!
White people sell heroin to other
white people in the U.S. All one
needs is a home, condo, apartment
or dorm room to have it delivered
to the door. If you want
accessories, that cots extra.
Anybody notice the increased
efforts for Black people, by Black
people, to keep their heads hung
low? First thing somebody ask is
for you to bow ya head, instead of
keeping it to the sky.

Diabetes is soon becoming the
most terrifying disease in the
United States. Diabetes is on the
rise

people and privileged Americans
did not want Donald Trump to win.
He was more un-predictable to
their group than any other group of
voters.

In 2017 Marlboro will enter the

Beware shallow Black characters
and families on TV. In reality, we
have to deal with knuckle-head
cousins, brothers, sisters and
relatives. Look for the same on TV
or it's some pretend bullshyt. It
might make you feel good, but
there isn't really any substance
there. We have to solve or own
dramas if at all possible.

money playa or you too can get an
ass whipping on the spot.

If Hillary Clinton called Black
youth "SUPER PREDATORS, was
she Afro-phobic or just plain
racist?

Same sex relationships are no less
violent than heterosexual
relationships. The QLGBTP
movement has a lot of people
tripping. They are beating each
other's asses too.

Don't try to be Hollyweird. Most of
them bootlickers been vetted. No
need to act like you playing a part
in your life or nobody will ever
take you serious.

What's up with the increase in the
number of men and women who
want something stuck up their
asses?

More GrapeVine news- You can't
choose who you fall in love with.
GTFOH! You big dummy. You
better stop with the dumb shyt
coming out ya mouth. If you can't
choose, your mind is tied to your
behind. We can't believe that
nobody thought how dumb this
shyt sounded. Must be a lot of
idiots roaming the streets, clubs,
schools, churches and office
buildings.

Alice in Wonder Land newsFemales are now charging other
females for sex and bullshyt
comforting. Female capitalist don't
care who they make their money
off of. They'll tie you down and
blow smoke up ya ass, for a fee.
Yelp, females often view other
females as a hunk of meat with tits
and dollars. Remember that, when
you enter into one of them BrokeA-Sexual clubs. Have you some

If you are still looking for help
from Barack Obama, you have to
admit to yourself you should be
examined for being mentally
challenged. Kiss his ass goodbye
with dignity and then, go get a
checkup.

When your kids hook-up with
white girls or white boys, remind
them that when things get sour, it
affects the whole family. That's not
racist, but just keeping their eyes
wide open from the start.

Donald Trump just pulled the cover
off of racism / white supremacy.
Hillary Rodham Clinton choose to
stay politically correct, but her
objective has always been to
continue the system of racism /
white supremacy. How many
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people does this system have to
lock-up to make you believe the
facts YO?

White people's biggest disease is
racism. After that...it's greed.

Vietnam was America's first
integrated war. A high percentage
of the men on the frontlines were
Black. Black men called the "front
lines" Soulville.

People are being "clowned" by
political pundits and sycophants,
with their false promises and lack
of reciprocity for any votes. They
make promises to make you think
happy times will be here again Yo.
Them political whores ain't loyal
Yo.

African-Americans tend to have
lower levels of income, education
and food security than other
Americans.

It seems that the number of people
using condoms is decreasing,
causing a significant rise is sexual
diseases. This applies to
heterosexuals as well as the
QLGBTP community.

Columbia and Mexico are major
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School systems are established to
maintain the status quo. That
includes Historically Black
Colleges and Universities.

The worst thing about
African=Americans...they are
sponsored by white people.

Did you know that many A.M.E.
churches had and have White
ministers?

Poor people are more likely to be
deemed dangerous and potentially
uncontrollable. That's what the class
dividers, Negro & White use as a
tempt plate for their division. S'up
with being considered lower class
or caste?

Did Hillary Rodham Clinton use
the Clinton Foundation to pay of
President Obama and the First Lady
to promote her bid for the
Presidency or did she use Campaign
Funds?

The powers that be are likely to

Black and White violence are the
same. That's when desperation sets
in.

Civil War. The White Nationalist
vs. the White Global Empire
Maintainers. Nationalist policing vs.
Global Empire policing. Choose
wisely grasshopper.

supposedly owes the IRS $5.7
million dollars. Here we go again.
Poor money management when it
comes to taxes.

Moor Wigga news-Scientists
believe that the increased number
of sexually transmitted diseases
(STD) cases is the result of an
increase in risky sexual practices
by a growing number of gay men
who believe HIV is no longer a
life-threatening illness.

What would you do if you
see a lynching?
Donald Trump has made it official.
Ni99ers are not allowed in White
folk's Heaven. So all you Negroes
and Negresses paying tithes and
fellowshipping to get into White
boy Heaven, you shyt out of luck.
Go somewhere else. Don't make
him have to deport you.

When jobs disappear, the rates for

We are in the midst of a White

Rumor has it that Rick Ross

Moor Wigga news- President

Outside the Black Box!

China.

owes Black people Reparations for
a history of "racial terrorism. We
all know that the U.S. government
will "worm" their way out of this
one Obama nor Trump ain't paying
Black people shyt, but no attention!

conservative and liberal is clueless,
but they must act like they are
experts

Voting for white people can be like

Get ready for the Tariff Wars with

A U.N. panel says that the U.S.

The Mainstream media, both

"Latin America" suppliers of heroin
to the United States. Mostly
coming from producers in
Afghanistan and the Golden
triangle.

start thinking that there is a
potential for mass rebellion, at best,
and a fully fledged revolution, at
worst. Be on the look-out for more
Po-Po.

will be the next President of the
United States. How come nobody
got all bent out of shape?

praying to one. In both cases, you
always end up on ya knees
begging, wishing and hoping for a
miracle.

In the 2008 Democratic primary,
Hillary won the popular vote
against Barack Obama and nobody
protested. Hillary won the popular
vote with 17.8 million votes
compared to your boy Obama’s
17.5 million votes. Your girl
Hillary earned only 1,973 delegate
votes compared to Obama’s 2,285,
and the delegates determined the
election results, much the way the
electoral college determines who

America is falling news- White
people say God doesn't fail, so it's
either the politicians, the Blacks, or
the Browns. The politicians say it's
the Black and the Browns. Sound
familiar?

Wigga news- A CDC study found
that, over their lifetime, 44% of
lesbians had been physically
assaulted by a partner.

Taxation without representation is
tyranny.

Negro freedoms are taken away
from them when White people
teach them what to think and what
not to think. They make decisions
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who to vote for and who not to vote
for. They control all the options.
We've been made into just
observers, with limited choices.

themselves into a QLGBT
grouping, the threats can better be
identified by scientist, from within
and outside their community.

Burma, Vietnam, Laos and
Thailand- Before Afghanistan rose
to notoriety as the biggest producer
of heroin in the world, three
Southeast Asian countries—
collectively dubbed “The Golden
Triangle”—lorded over the heroin
trade. Since the 1920s, The Golden
Triangle has been dominating the
production of opium, from which
morphine is extracted and
subsequently processed into heroin.

Nobody now plays Black people

SAM GREENLEE
LIVES, BILL NUNN
LIVES, TARIBO
WEST LIVES,
TIARAH POYAU
LIVES, DABNEY
MONTGOMERY
LIVES, ROBERT F.
WILLIAMS LIVES,
FRANK E.
PETERSON LIVES,
KASHIF LIVES,
GLORIA NAYLOR
LIVES, SHARON
JONES LIVES,
AARON PRYOR
LIVES, TOMMY
FORD LIVES and
GWEN IFILL LIVES!
Moor Wigga news- QLGBT
activist that portray their lifestyles
as normal and healthy, have lost
their f#cking sanity. QLGBT
people are in the highest risk group
for several of the most serious
diseases and health threats to have
ever hit planet Earth. Diseases and
illnesses that modern science and
herbalist have no cure for. Now
that they have organized

like White Women do. The Negro
is her stepping stone to whatever
she always thinks she wants. Know
your history! lol

The HOTUS is coming! The

Moor Wigga news- All "non-white
people" in America are considered
"The Help" by the United States
Government including and
especially Blacks, Latinos,
Hispanics, Asians and Muslims.
They are expected to do and say
whatever it is they are called upon
to say or do.

High fructose corn syrup has been

fruit flies.

proven to be more toxic to Black
people than regular sugar and is the
leading cause of diabetes and
obesity.

Homosexual activists attempt to

Some say that without the Electoral

portray their lifestyle as normal and
healthy, and insist that homosexual
relationships are the equivalent in
every way to their heterosexual
counterparts. How many
homosexuals do you know that are
well adjusted? They seem to do
more name calling than even racist
thugs do.

College, big population centers like
California, Texas and New York
might easily decide Presidential
elections. Is that racist or no? Some
say this is a tactic by whites, for
whites, to continue their supremacy
on a national level. In any case,
voters do not elect Presidents.
Somebody died so your vote don't
count. lol

HOTUS is coming!

Queen bees often turn out to be

Don't think that the Black Church
doesn't have a function in the Black
community. Where else are you
going to send your mean spirited
and self-righteous Black trash and
gay children? Where else can you
send all the Negroes that have a
White boy as their Lord and
Savior?

Reports at a national conference
about sexually transmitted diseases
indicate that gay men are in the
highest risk group for several of the
most serious diseases. .

I DENY, DENY, DENY!

Instant replay news- When

Ain't nobody over in Afghanistan

instability and promiscuity
characterize homosexual relations,
there is a serious increase in the
incidence of incurable STDS' and
acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome (AIDS).

or Iraq fighting for my freedoms.

Mexican heroin is most prevalent
West of the Mississippi and
Colombian heroin is most prevalent
East of the Mississippi. White
people are the principle users of
heroin, with supply and demand.

Bill Clinton paved the way for a lot
of Black people to be incarcerated.
How you feel? You voted for him.
Was he the lesser of two evils or
the brother from another Mother.

Under Federal Labeling rules, the
word "NATURAL" actually means
absolutely nothing. The FDA has
no formal policy for the usage of
the word.
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When Black or White puppeteers

Oftentimes, if a woman thinks she

are unable to predict the mood of
the people, they are likely to be at a
high level of anxiety.

can beat your ass, she will.

Black men live longer when they
are married to Black women. If you
don't want a long life and to
prosper, do something else.

Moor Wigga news- The U.S. is
having serious problems with white
teachers sleeping with underage
students, male and female. The
teachers may be independent,
liberated, free and getting paid, but
the underage students ain't. White
women...leave them kids alone!

F.Y.I
On the 1st Black
President

JOHN
HANSON

With Black Millennials, it's
sometimes more important what
fraternity or sorority they are in,
than what HBC college or
university they attended. That
almost seems ass backwards.

For 32 of it's first 36 years, the
Presidency of the U.S. was held by
a slave-holding Virginian.

Once you light a match to
marijuana, it becomes a chemical. .

Gays have never been State
sanctioned oppressed, and Gays
have never had Slavery, Jim
Crowe, Segregation, Peonage, Red
Lining nor COINTELPRO.

Are you afraid of Donald trump?
You better get over it and fast!

With that peanut head you have,
how could you be anything but
African?

To marry a sister, that has not seen
a man in the home, can be suicidal.
Iran destroyed 100,000 satellite
dishes and receivers as part of a
widespread crackdown against the
illegal devices that authorities say
are morally damaging, a news
website reported.

Very rarely will anyone find a
heroin addict that admits they have
a heroin addiction or even a heroin
problem. They deny, deny, deny!

John Hanson, the 1st
President of the United
States, ordered all foreign
troops off American soil, as
well as the removal of all
foreign flags. This was quite
a feat, considering the fact
that so many European
countries had a stake in the
United States since the days
following Columbus. Hanson
established the Great Seal of
the United States, which all

Presidents have since been
required to use on all official
documents. President Hanson
also established the first
Treasury Department, the
first Secretary of War, and
the first Foreign Affairs
Department. Lastly, he
declared that the fourth
Thursday of every November
was to be Thanksgiving Day,
which is still true today.
Six other presidents were
elected after him - Elias
Boudinot (1783), Thomas
Mifflin (1784), Richard
Henry Lee (1785), Nathan
Gorman (1786), Arthur St.
Clair (1787), and Cyrus
Griffin (1788) - all prior to
Washington taking office.
You don't hear much about
the first seven Presidents of
the United States, because
The Articles of
Confederation they served
under didn't work very well.
The individual states had too
much power and nothing
could be agreed upon. A new
doctrine needed to be written
- something we now know as
the Constitution of the United
States. That Constitution took
some of the power away from
the individual States.
George Washington was
definitely not the first
President of the United
States. He was the first
President of the United States
under the Constitution. The
first seven Presidents, most
with Negro blood (perhaps
mulatto) are forgotten in
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history and their important
stories neglected by
Europeans.
John Hanson got his Negro
blood from his Ma Ma and
his Ma Ma’s Ma Ma! His
Daddy was Swedish, but his
Ma Ma was B-L-A-C-K!
You will find that President
Barack Obama is quietly
being called the 1st AfricanAmerican President. That's
cool, if it makes you feel
good!

THE

GOSPEL
ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

(OUR STORY)
This segment and these
precious quotes are simply
here to help us solve some of
the drama and dilemmas we
are facing in these trying
times. Take them personal,
only if you are pro-Black.
Otherwise, step-off!
WHITE SUPREMACY
The Gospel According To
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

"Whites, it must frankly be said,
are not putting in a similar mass
effort to reeducate themselves out
of their racial ignorance. It is an
aspect of their sense of superiority
that the White people of America
believe they have so little to learn."

ISLAM IN EUROPE
The Gospel According To
Muammar al-Gaddafi
"There are signs that Allah will
grant victory to Islam in Europe
without swords, without guns,
without conquest. We don't need
terrorists, we don't need homicide
bombers. The 50 plus million
Muslims in Europe will turn it into
a Muslim continent in a few
decades.

FAILED TO ENGAGE
The Gospel According To
Julian Bond
"Democrats “failed to engage
African American voters. They had
all the issues on their side: high
unemployment, failing pensions,
people losing vast sums of money
and the stock market crash. But, the
Democrats didn’t push these issues.
Instead they offered pale shadows
of what the Republicans were
offering, and that just wasn’t good
enough.”

SOCIAL ILLUSION
The Gospel According To
Dr. Claude Anderson
"Black folk are not free from
anything. You are just as
impoverished today, just as
powerless, just as disorganized as
you were in 1860, on the eve of the
civil war. You have not moved not
one iota in 140 years. All your
doing is enjoying the fruits of a
social illusion.

DESPITE ALL I CAN DO
OR SAY

The Gospel According To
W.E. B. Du Bois
"In 1956, I shall not go to the polls.
I have not registered. I believe that
democracy has so far disappeared
in the United States that no two
evils exist. There is but one evil
party with two names. and it will be
elected despite all I can do or say."

THE AMERICAN
SYSTEM
The Gospel According To
W.E. B. Du Bois
"A system cannot fail those it were
never meant to protect"

ADDRESS TO THE
SLAVES OF THE
UNITED STATES
The Gospel According to
Henry Highland Garnet
"If the scale was turned, and Black
men were the masters and white
men the slaves, every destructive
agent and element would be
employed to lay the oppressor low.
Danger and death would hang over
their heads day and night. Yes, the
tyrants would meet with plagues
more terrible than those of Pharaoh.
But you are a patient people.
You act as though, you were made
for the special use of these devils.
You act as though your daughters
were born to pamper the lusts of
your masters and overseers. And
worse than all, you tamely submit
while your lords tear your wives
from your embraces and defile
them before your eyes. In the name
of God, we ask you, are you men?
Where is the blood of your fathers?
Has it all run out of your veins?
Awake, awake; millions of voices
are calling you! Your dead fathers
speak to you from their graves.
Heaven, as with a voice of thunder,
calls on you to arise from the dust."
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VOTER
QUALIFICATION?

THE SLAVE

NOT FOR BLACKS

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

Frederick Douglass

James Baldwin

Attorney Alton Maddox

" A slave is someone who sits
down and waits for someone to free
them."

“Any Negro that advise you to
register to vote ain’t nothing but a
traitor. That’s like advising me to
go over to King’s County, to go in
the emergency room and start
cutting up people without a degree
in surgery. You can’t ask people to
vote and you ain’t given them a
political education. You gotta first
have a political education and
second a political institution.
Anybody that advise you in the
absence of establishing both of
them, ain’t nothing but a buck
licking Uncle Tom for crackers!”
“You gotta have a level of
intelligence, political intelligence
when you go into a voting booth. If
you don’t have that, you have no
business in there. You gotta be
qualified for that. Just cause the
white man give you the vote, the
mere fact he gave it to you, you
ought to know it ain’t nothing.
When has he ever given you
anything that meant anything?”

SLAVES WITHOUT
MASTERS
The Gospel According To
Attorney Alton Maddox
“We have to get out of this dream
world and forget about this idea
that we made progress. There is no
progress. We are in the same
condition we were 100 and some
years ago before the emancipation
proclamation. The only difference
between us then and now is then
we were slaves with masters and
now we are slaves without masters.
You don’t report to the big house
every night, but your status is still
that of un-freedom.”

"In the US, violence and heroism
have been made synonymous . . .
except when it comes to Blacks."

MAKE BETTER USE

PROGRESS?

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

President Paul Kagame

Kiarre Cheatwood

"We have become used to thinking
about development as something
we do with money or other means
coming from outside our countries
or continent. However we must
continue to challenge ourselves,
focusing on, and making better use
of what we already possess or can
mobilize locally - and there is
plenty"..

“We gauge an advance or progress
by how well the majority of our
people are doing, not by how well a
few are doing”.

HEALING
The Gospel According To
Toni Morrison
'This is precisely the time when
artist go to work. There is no time
for despair, no time for self-pity, no
need for silence, no room for fear.
We speak, we write, we do
language. That is how civilizations
heal.

SHOOT THEM FOR
WHAT?
The Gospel According To
Muhammad Ali
"My conscience won't let me go
shoot my brother, or some darker
people, or some poor hungry
people in the mud for big, powerful
America. And shoot them for what?
They never called me nigger, they
never lynched me, they didn't put
no dogs on me, they didn't rob me
of my nationality, rape and kill my
mother and father. Shoot them for
what? How can I shoot them poor
people. Just take me to jail."

“The conditions of the rank & file
of our people have not changed
with the advent of Black elected
officials... Blacks only get to
certain political positions if they
are no threat!”

MOMENT OF TRUTH
The Gospel According To
Dr. Marimba Ani
“This is perhaps our moment of
truth. We must come together as a
family. We must do all that we can
do to uplift our people. Otherwise,
we are still denying who we are
and bringing dishonor to our
“family name”; to our Ancestors.”
“The answer to our social dilemma
is the re-socialization of our people
into the cultural value-system that
affirms our spiritual being. Our
Ancestors are calling us "home",
back to our cultural selves. We
must begin the process of
Sankofa.”

WHAT WE ARE
SURROUNDED BY
The Gospel According To
President Robert Mugabe
"How do you convince the
upcoming generation that education
is the key to success when we are
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surrounded by poor graduates and
rich criminals"

SHY GUY
Diana King

True them know me sweet and me
sexy
Everywhere me go me say me ever
ready
A me dem love yes a me dem love

But i don't want somebody

EARTH ANGEL

Who's loving everybody
I need a shy guy
He's the kinda guy who'll only be
mine

Will you be mine?
My darling dear
Love you all the time
I'm just a fool
A fool in love with you

He gave me the will to be free
purpose to live his reality
And I found myself never alone
chances came to make me strong

Step right up, be a man
Cause you need faith to understand
so what we're saying for you to
hear
Keep your head in faith's
atmosphere
Keep your head to the sky

DON'T LET THE SUN GO
DOWN ON ME
Oleta Adams

I can't find, all the right romantic
lines
But see me once and see the way I
feel
Don't discard me just because you
think I mean you harm
But these cuts I have they need
love to help them heal

The Gospel According To

“Today the herbalist is not

Earth angel, Earth angel

Earth, Wind and Fire / Maysa

HERBALIST
Dr. Sebi

The Penguins

KEEP YOUR HEAD TO
THE SKY

"Tyranny however can be a very
peculiar and subjective creature,
since "one man's tyranny can be
another man's liberty." Hence,
George Washington, who enslaved
and tyrannized over 300 Africans is
deified on Mt. Rushmore as a hero,
while conversely, Nat Turner who
fought against slavery's tyranny is
demonized as a savage."

WHO'S GOT YOUR
BACK?
The Gospel According To
Booty Adams
"Nobody removes knives from a
Black man's back, like a Black
woman. Better make sure you have
one, to keep yourself balanced or
you gonna suffer the
consequences."

THE SYSTEM REMAINS
INTACT
The Gospel According To
Colin Kaepernick
“To me, it didn’t really matter who
went in there, The system still
remains intact that oppresses
people of color.”

SOVEREIGN
EVOLUTION AND
PAWNED
SOVEREIGNTY
The Gospel According To
Ezrah Aharone

respected. Why? Because instead
of him fine tuning his craft, he
takes it upon himself to read books
about herbs. Every herbalist in
America is the victim of a book.
Books adulterated with
inconsistencies.”
“Everything that God made is
electrical. Why? Because we are
electrical! When you take
something that God made and you
adulterate it with something that
man made, the something that God
made no longer works!””

WHAT GOD MADE, NOT
HYBRIDS!
The Gospel According To
Dr. Sebi
“When God put people on Earth,
he did not put diseased people. And
God also put on Earth the things to
eat that would not make you
diseased, because those things exist
today. Those things that you don’t
know about. Those things that were
not taught to us in school. They
exist today. Right outside the door
they exist. The things that God
made that do not make you sick.”
“To be sick is to eat something that
god did not make, You are a
violator!”
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Black WOMEN
VS.
White WOMEN
Submitted by Divine1on1

Black women that think they are
the same as White women have lost
their African mind. They are dumb,
stupid, mentally challenged, idiotic,
loco, ignorant, full of it and a nut
case. Black women are more than
body parts, a brain, flesh and blood.
Black women are not descended
from the animal kingdom like
White women are. Black women
are the creators of the human
family. White women are the
creators of being who say they are
descended from the ape and
possibly lower life forms. That is
what they say, not what I say.
White women are trapped in their
bodies and are nothing more than
faces, body parts, maybe a brain,
flesh, blood and maybe a thrill to
any sex looking for a quickie.
Legend has it that White women
were created from a man’s rib. That
is what they write in their holy
books. The major difference
between Black women and white
women is that Black women have
SPIRITUALITY!
Spirituality is what sets the two
apart. Black women have brought
life to this planet for millions of
years and have watched highcultures rise and fall. Black women
and their men are the creators of
the first technology, the family.
White women and their families
have only been around for no more
than 50,000 years at the most.
Much of their existence is cloaked
in mystery and we only have
theories to tell us where they really
came from. White women are not
considered sacred in Caucasoid
culture. They have been replaced
with ghosts and if they get out of
line, they are to be beaten, burned
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and soon to be replaced by
machines as the primary child
bearer of life for Caucasoid
peoples. White women have never
civilized their men. Many of their
men children prefer another man to
the affection of a female of their
species. White women’s only
choices are to turn to another
female, be alone, bestiality, sex
with their children or daily raids on
domesticated beings for
companionship.

Nor will we focus on any particular
person, location or time period. All
we will try to do is bring you the
best works we can find concerning
our race-family across the planet.
Ours is not a competition thang.
We don’t believe in capitalism at
all costs. One of our goals is to
bring members of our race-family
closer together through awareness
and consciousness. Once we are
closer and aware of each other’s
differences and similarities, we are
less likely to harm one another. Our
planet is getting smaller all the
time.

“White women are the
creators of beings who say
they are descended from
the ape and possibly lower
life forms.”
The spirituality I write about in
Black women is the ability to bring
life to this dimension, yet remain
the key to our journey to the next
realm. Black women that have been
domesticated are the only
exceptions to the rule.
Domestication dulls and finally
kills the senses. Domestication
makes a few Black women immune
to the problems of their people. The
Black women that truly walk with
the ancestors bring us truth, justice,
righteousness and represent the
“BIG PAY BACK”. Black women
are spiritual being having a human
experience. White women are
females faking a human
experience.

Sirius Lectures
The staff of the Nubian Network
The Nubian Network’s Sirius
VIDEO & DVD Connection will
probably never have the largest
collection of videos in the world.

WHAT YOU GET ME
FOR CHRISTMAS
NIGGRA?

The Negroes
Christmas List
Reprint by Sistah Nubia
hristmas was celebrated
during slavery on the
plantation. It was a custom
generally observed throughout all
the Southern states. Colored people
were given a week of holiday at
Christmas or the holiday was
allowed to continue as long as the
“Yule” log lasted. The male
members of the race, and often the
female members, were expected to
get drunk. Colored people would

C
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stop work the day before Christmas
and you couldn’t get anyone to
perform any service from the time
they stopped work until after the
New Year. People who at other
times did not use strong drink
thought it was all right to bust a gut
during the Christmas week. There
was widespread laughter and joy
going on. When the Master said it
was a holiday and he wasn’t
working, the slaves weren’t
working either. For one week, no
work from sun-up to sun-down.
The Colored folk were happy and
thanking Jesus for that week off!

get pissy drunk, come to work
drunk and not perform any
productive work until after New
Year’s Day. The Negro, as during
the time of slavery, is still laughing
and cutting the fool and thanking
Jesus for his or her couple of days
off.

The Colored folks made their small
Christmas lists and gave gifts on
the plantation. There wasn’t much
to give as a gift but a few pieces of
sugarcane, flour and what little
ration of supplies that was received
for the month. The Colored people
always took a small gift up to the
“Big House” for the Master and his
family showing their thanks for the
week off.

At the top of the list is the White
baby Jesus and his White family; a
White Santa Claus ho-ho-ho-ing
and a head bobbing, tail wagging,
light-up reindeer out on the front
lawn. If that ain’t enough, up goes
the red, the white and the blue
waving over the white snow.

It must have been pathetic to see
Black people attempting to get joy
out of the season; with the
widespread poverty and oppressive
conditions they suffered living on
the plantation. After the fun was
over, the pleading and begging for
extra rations began. The Master’s
reply would always be “ You
Niggas used all your rations
celebrating the White Man’s
holiday, now get your ass back to
dem fields Niggas”.

Christmas presently is still
celebrated on the plantations of the
United States, except Colored
people are now Negroes. Living in
post-slavery, now it is the custom
of the boss (master) to give
Negroes off a ½ day Christmas
Eve, a whole day Christmas day
and sometimes the day after
Christmas. Damn, Negroes have
lost 4 ½ vacation days since
slavery. During the week of
Christmas, Negroes are expected to

As when in slavery, after getting a
couple days off, Negroes prepare to
celebrate the holiday by making
their Christmas list. The Negro
receives wages (rations) for their
labor so lots of gifts can be
purchased.

To show their continued gratitude
and loyalty to their Master. the
Negro shops from sun-up to sundown, beginning the day after
Thanksgiving until December 24.
Negroes are so programmed with
spending their wages (rations) for
the holiday, they will fight anybody
that gets in their way of celebrating
Christmas properly. The female
member of the race will spend all
her wages (rations) and come
looking for every member in the
household’s wages (rations) too!
Negroes believe this crazed
spending will impress the Master
and any other Negro that buys into
the fantasy. Diamonds, gold
necklaces, gold teeth, DVD
players, computers, big screen TVs,
expensive tennis shoes, designer
clothes, leather jackets, Barbie
dolls, new cars, liquor and
whatever useless junk they can buy,
is on the Negroes Christmas list.
The Negro will always take a gift
up to the big house for the Master
and his family. The Master’s
Christmas gift is the billions of

dollars he makes in 30 days from
the Negroes Christmas list.
It is a pathetic sight to see Negroes
attempting to get joy out of the
season, since the masses of Black
people still live in poverty and
under oppressive conditions.
Through it all Negroes continue to
find a way to give gifts and
celebrate the birth of the Master’s
Savior
Just like during slavery, when the
fun is over, its time for begging and
pleading for more wages (rations).
Begging and pleading for more
overtime (rations). Begging,
pleading and praying for a big fat
tax refund (rations). The Master’s
reply, “NEGROES GONNA BE
MY NIGGERS FROM CRADLE
TO GRAVE, JUST LIKE BACK
IN THE DAY! WHAT YOU GET
ME FOR CHRISTMAS
NIGGRA?”

EUROPEAN
FACTS

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)
Believe it or not!
Americans use 90% of the world's
Ritalin.

By 2025, 1/3 of all European
children will be born to Muslim
families.

Arabs drew slaves from all racial
groups, unless they were Muslim.

Tens of thousands of Africans
militarily fought with the
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British against America during the
Revolutionary War and the War of
1812.

Europeans promote women putting
on layers of artificial skin (makeup) to temporarily fool the general
publics’ eyes.

Racial has significance in a racist
society.

A five-year CDC study of 3,492
homosexual males aged fifteen to
twenty-two found that one-quarter
had unprotected sex with both men
and women.
Britain is now the second biggest
arms dealer in the world. Only the
U.S. is a bigger manufacturer and
exporter.

When Europeans talk about
freedom and justice, they are
talking about themselves. They are
not considering anybody else.

Germany is predicted to be a
Muslim State by the year 2050.

In the U.S., researchers have found
in a scientific study that thirty-six
percent of homosexuals engaging
in unprotected oral, anal, or vaginal
sex, failed to disclose that they
were HIV positive to casual sex
partners.
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REAL vs. UNREAL
John Lennon
"The more real you get, the more
unreal the world gets."

BLACKS IN THE WORLD
"My decision to destroy the
authority of the Blacks in Saint
Dominique (Haiti) is not so much
based on considerations of
commerce and money, as on the
need to block forever the march of
Blacks in the world".

THAT"S LIFE

All knowledge is rooted in
reality

Frank Sinatra

The Arab slave trade ushered in the

I've been a puppet, a pauper, a

Europeans slave trade.

pirate
A poet, a pawn and a king
I've been up and down and over
and out
And I know one thing
Each time I find myself flat on my
face
I pick myself up and get back in the
race

Many Haitians believe that Hillary

That's Life

$12,000 price on the head of
Harriet Tubman. Out raged slave
owners offered another $40,000.
The State of New Jersey now offers
a million-dollar reward for Assata
Shakur.

FOREVER YOUNG
Bob Dylan

May God bless and keep you

Rome, yet they study Greece and
Rome.

always
May your wishes all come true
May you always do for others
And let others do for you
May you build a ladder to the stars
And climb on every rung
May you stay forever young
Forever young, forever young
May you stay forever young

male or female that emulates White
males and follows their rules may
have a chance to survive.

White people are known to use
religion to eliminate competing
countries, races and other religions.

In European societies, men are
considered more feminine than the
women.

In Southern France, there are now
more mosques, than churches In
about 40 years, France will be an
Islamic Republic. .

BLACK
FACTS

Napoleon Bonaparte

Europeans do not live in Greece or

In White dominated societies, any

and he'll empty his pockets for
you.".

Clinton's defeat in the U.S.
Presidential elections was a win for
their country.

At one time Black was considered
the color of divinity, the sacred
color.

The State of Maryland offered a

Religion needs literature to sustain
itself. Spirituality does not!

Chicago, Illinois, was founded by
the Black man, Jean Baptiste Pointe
Du Stable.

While Europeans and Japanese

WHITE BOYS & GIRLS

study melanin 24/7, the masses of
Black people across the planet, tend
to take it for granted.

President Lyndon Baines Johnson

No Black Christians came across

"If you can convince the lowest
white man that he's better than the
best colored man, he won't know
you're picking his pocket. Hell,
give him someone to look down on

the Atlantic on slave ships.

African people have 12 melanin
centers in the brain, while
European, colorless people only
have 2.
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Black women were the first
humans to give birth on planet
Earth.

It was not in the interest of Arabs
enslaving Blacks, to teach or
convert them to Islam. Only
children of slaves or non-Muslim
prisoners of war could become
slaves.

Europeans programming and
propaganda makes Africans forget
common sense.

The Arab slave trade lasted longer
than the European slave trade.

White people spend more time on
oppressing Black people, than
Black people spend on liberating
themselves.
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Ida Stover Eisenhower
Sistah Stover was the mother of
Dwight David Eisenhower, the 34th
president of the United States. All
toll she had six sons and no
daughters, with each son being
successful and respected in their
careers. Considered from “the
wrong side of the tracks” in
Abilene, Kansas, Ida and her
husband raised up a banker, a
lawyer, a druggist, an engineer, a
journalist, a college president and
the president of the United States.
Ida Elizabeth Stover was born a
Black woman in Mt. Sidney,
Virginia.

When you are working on the
premise that “one drop of Black
Blood” makes you Black, a
whole lot of Negroes be trying
to pass Yo!

All the great religious leaders of
Christians, from Moses to Jesus the
Christ, were initiates of the
Kemetic Teaching System.

Black women are our
connection with the Creative
forces and the only way
Black people enter this
dimension.

BLACK WOMEN IN
HISTORY

aristocracy. Charlotte’s
granddaughter was Victoria, the
Queen for whom the Victorian Era
was named. Queen Victoria’s great
granddaughter is the present Queen
Elizabeth of England.

Charlotte of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz
The king of England during the
American Revolution was George
III, who married Charlotte of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz in 1761. She
was a Black woman, who gave him
fifteen children: nine sons and six
daughters, with their eldest son,
George IV also becoming king of
England. Buckingham Palace was
built for her. Several cities and
counties in the United States are
named after Charlotte and her
birthplace of Mecklenburg. If you
read this in Charlotte, North
Carolina, be proud, take your shirt
off and fly it like a helicopter again.

Our Sistah Charlotte’s ancestry
has been traced to a Moorish
branch of the Portuguese

March is supposed to be
International Month of the
Woman. This is just a part of
how we focus on Black women
globally everyday. We speak
every language, are every
religion, every nationality and
the triple blackness of space and
time. The bottom line is that we
are many shades of Black,
heavy, lightly melanated and
genetically dominant whatever
group we decide to grace our
presence with. Don’t start no
shyt, won’t be no shyt! We are
built to finish the good fight.
We are Alpha to Omega. We
don’t die, we multiply!

SUPPORT BLACK
BUSINESS

SEE YA!

